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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, several papers [1,2] have appeared which are concerned with the oscillation of solutions 
of the functional differential equations of the form 
[a (t) x (t) - b (t).x (t - T)]' + q (t) f (X (t -- a)) = 0. 
This paper will deal with the equation 
[a ( t )x ( t )  -b ( t )x ( t -~r ) ]  (n) +q( t ) f (x ( t -a ) )  = O, t > 0 (1) 
and the associated functional differential inequality, 
[a (t) x (t) - b (t) x (t - T)] ('*) + q (t) f (X (t -- a)) <_ 0, t >_ 0, (2) 
where n is a positive odd number, T > 0 and a > 0, a(t) ,b(t) ,q(t)  c C([0, oc ) ,R  +) and a(t) > 0 
for t > 0 and q(t) is not identically zero for all large t, and f is a nondecreasing real function 
define on R such that  f (x )  > 0 for x > 0. 
When a(t) = 1, equation (1) reduces to the neutral differential equation 
[x (t) - b (t) x (t - T)] (~) + q (t) f (X (t -- or)) = 0, t >_ 0 (3) 
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and (2) becomes 
[x (t) - b (t) x (t - 9-)] (n )+q( t ) f (x ( t - (~) )  <0,  t__O (4) 
that have already been studied in [3-8] and in some other papers. The study of comparison 
theorems and oscillatory behavior of solutions of equation (3) have received more and more 
attention. All the papers mentioned, except [2], however, assmne the condition, there exists t* 
such that 
b(t* + kT) _( 1, k = 1,2 , . . . .  (5) 
In fact, from all the known oscillation results for equation (3) in [3,4], it seems that (5) is an 
essential condition. In [2], Zhang established oscillatory results for equation (3) with n = 1, 
which does not require (5). Thus, our aim in this paper is to establish new comparison theorems 
and oscillatory results. 
Let # = max{v, a}. A solution of equation (1) is a continuous function x(t) defined on I -p,  oc) 
which satisfies (1). Such a solution x(t) is called an eventually positive solution if there is T > 0 
such that x(t) > 0 for t > T. 
In the sequel, for convenience, when we write a functional inequality without specifying its 
domain of validity, we assume that it holds for all sufficiently large t. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Before stating our main results we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that there exist t* >_ 0 and M > 0 such that 
k b ( t *+ j r )  <_M, 
[ I  a (t* + j~) 
j=O 
k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (6) 
and 
1 b (t* + kr) 
k--,oolim a (t* + kr) + a (t* + kr) a (t* + (k - 1) r )  + " "' + 
+ 
a~t ~ ;~-;}...a(t ) J = oo. (7) 
Let x(t) be an eventually positive solution of (2) and set 
y (t) = a(t)  x(t)  - b(t) x ( t -  r ) .  (8) 
Then, 
PROOF. From (2) and (8), we have 
y(t) > O. (9) 
y(n) (t) < -q  (t) f (x (t - or)) _< O, 
which implies that y(O(t) (i = O, 1 . . . .  , n -  1) is eventually monotonic. Hence, if (9) does not hold, 
then eventually (t) < 0. Since n is odd, we have eventually '(t) < 0 and so there exist tl > 0 
and a > 0 such that 
y (t) < -c~, for t > tl. 
That is, 
-~  b(t) 
(t) _< ~ + a-2-~x (t - ~). (lO) 
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Choose an integer k* so large that t* + (k* - 1)T "> tl. Hence, by (6) and (10), we have 
:c (t* + k*r + b-) = 
y (t* + k*T + k'r) b (t* + k*~" + kT) 
+ z (t* + k*~ + (k - i) r) 
a (t* + k*r + kr) a (t* + k*'c + k~-) 
y (t* + k*~- + k7) b (t* + k*r + kT) y (t* + k*~- + (k - I) 7-) 
= 4- 
a (t* + k*7- + k~') a (t* + k*7 + kT) a (t* 4- k*'r + (k - i) T) 
÷ b( t*+k*~-+kT)  b ( t *+k*r+(k -1) r )x ( t .+k .~_+(k_2) . r )  
a (t* ÷ k*r 4- k~-) a (t* + k*r 4- (k - I) 7-) 
< _{  I b( t*+k*r+kr )  } 
- a (t* + k*r  + kr)  + c~ a (t* + k*r -~ k--TTia (-t-2-+-k-T-~ + (k -- 1)7) 
b (t* + k*~- + k~) b (t* + k*~ + (k - i) ~) 
+ z (t* + k*r + (k - 2) ~) 
a (t* + k*r + k~) ~ (t* + k*~ + (k - i) ~) 
< _ ~" 1 b(t* + k*r + kr)  
- l , a ( t *+k*T+kr )  + +""  a (t* + k*~- + kT) a (t* + k*T + (k - 1) r)  
b(t* + k*r + kT) b(t* + k*~- + (k -  1)T) - . .b ( t *  + k*r + T) / 
b(t*+ k*~+k~) b( r  +k*~+(k z 1)~) ...  bE+k*~)  
4-a( t*4 -k*T+k ' r )a ( t *+k*v4- (k -1)T) . . .a ( t *  +k*r)  (t* +(k* -  l) r). 
By (6) and (7), we have l imk~o, x(t* + k*~- + kv) = -oc .  This is a contradiction and so y(t) is 
(wentually positive. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (6) and (7) hold, and that either 
(H1) b(t) + cTq(t) > O, or 
(H_o) cr > 0 and q(s) 
does not vanish identically on It - (r, t] for ali large t. Then, (1) has an eventually positive solution 
it' and only if (2) has an eventually positive solution. 
PROOF. It is clear that  an eventually positive solution of equation (1) is also an eventually 
positive solution of (2). It suffices to show that if (2) has an eventually positive solution x(t), 
then so does equation (1). To see this, note that by means of Lemma 1 and (2), we have y(t} > 0 
which implies that  there exists a nonnegative ven integer n* _< n - 1 such that 
y(i) (t) > O, i = O, 1, . . . ,  n*, 
(li) ( )b (~) ( )  . -1  t >0,  i=n  , . . . ,n -1 .  
Vv~e consider the following possible cases. 
CASE I. n* =0.  
By using (111) and integrating (2) from t and oc, we obtain 
J,'~ (s - t) '~-1 
y (t) >_ -(n---~1 " q (s) f (x (s - ~)) ds. 
That  is, 
b (t) a--~l ~f~ (s~_2~- t)n-1 
x (t) > a---~x (t - T) 4- q (S) f (X (S -- ~)) ds. (12) 
Let T > 0 such that (11) and (12) holds, and x(t - p) > 0 for t > 7". Now we consider the set of 
functions, 
f~= {zEC( [T -p ,  oo) ,R +) :0<z( t )  < 1, for t>1 ' -#},  
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and define an operator S on ~ as the following, 
t -T+t~(Sz) (T )+( I _ t -T+t~) ,  T-#<t_ <T, 
tt # 
(sz) (t)= 
1 [ b(t) z 1 (8_(;_~.- t) "-1 I (t--r) x ( t - -T )+-~ f~ q(s) f (z(s--a)x(s--a))  ds , t>_T. 
3 
It is easy to see by using (12) that S maps ~t into itself, and for any z E ~, we have (Sz) (t) > 0 
fo rT -#<_t<T.  
Next, we define the sequence zk(t) in ~t, 
zo(t) = 1, t >_ T - # 
and 
Zk+l(t)=(Szk)(t), fo r t _>T-#,  k=0,1 , . . . .  
Then, by using (12) and a simple induction, we can easily see that 
0 ~ Zk+l(t) ~_ zk(t) _~ 1, for t k T - #, k = 0, 1, . . . .  
Set 
lira zk( t )=z( t ) ,  t> T -p .  
k._+ OO 
Then it follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that z(t) satisfies 
1 rb(t)_ 1 ~t~(s-t)n-X(n-i)' } 
z(t)=x--- ~]~( t )z ( t -T )x ( t -T )+-~ q(s ) f ( z (s -a )x (s -a ) )ds  , t>  T, 
and 
>o, 
Again, set 
(t) = z (t) x (t) .  
Then w(t) satisfies w(t) > 0 for T - # < t < T and 
b(t) . 1 [OO(s_ t )  n-1 
w (t) = ~(t)w (t - v) + ~(t) Jt -(n--l~)! q (s) f (w (s - ~)) ds, t >_ T. 
Clearly, ~(t) is a nonnegative solution of equation (1) for t > T - #. 
Finally, it remains to show that w(t) > 0 for t _> T - #. Assume that there exists t* > T - # 
such that w(t) > 0 for T -  # _< t < t* and w(t*) = 0. That is, 
b(t*) /., T) 1 f~  (S--t*) n-1 
0 = w (t*) = a--~w (~ - + a -~ J r -  -(n-- ~. q (s) f (w (s - a)) ds, 
which implies 
b ( t * )=0 and q(s) f (w(s -c r ) )=0,  fo rs>t* .  
This contradicts (H1) or (H2). Thus, w(t) is an eventually positive solution of equation (1). 
CASE II. 2 < n* < n - 1. 
By using (11) and integrating (2) from t to oo, we obtain 
f~  (s - t) n -~* - I  y('~*)(t) >_ -~----~ --_ ~. q(s)f(x(s - a)) ds. (13) 
LetT  > 0 be such that (13) holds. Integrating (13) and using (11), we have 
b(t) -'r)+-~l / /  ( t -  s)~*-l ~ °° (u -   -~---~-~)v. x(t) > ~(t)x(t q(u)f(x(u-a))ds, t > T, (14) 
which, using a method similar to the proof of Case I, yields that equation (1) also has an eventually 
positive solution. The proof is complete. 
The following is now clear from Theorem 1. 
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COROLLARY 1. Suppose that there exist t* > 0 and M > 0 such that 
k 
H b(t* + jr) <_ M, 
j=0 
k = 0,1,2,..., (15) 
~ll ld 
lira [b(t* + kr) + b(t* + kr) b(t* + (k - 1) r) + . . -  + b(t* + kr ) . . ,  b(t* + r)] = oc, (16) 
k--+oo 
~md that either (HI) or (H2) holds. Then (3) has an eventually positive solution if and only Jf (4) 
has an eventually positive solution. 
t~.EMARK 1. Corollary 1 is a different result from in the papers cited. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that or, q, and f satisfy the above assumptions, and that r = 1/2 and 
1 3 (t - 2k) ~+[  
b(t) = 3 
2 - ~ (t - 2k - 1 ) ,  
t 6 [2k, 2k + 1), 
t e [2k + 1, 2k + 2), 
k = 0 ,1 , . . . .  
All conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied. But it cannot be prove by the results in [3-8]. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we have the following comparison result. To end 
this, we need to consider an associated inequality 
[A ( t )x ( t ) -B ( t )x ( t - r ) ] (~)  +Q(t )F (x ( t -a ) )<_O,  t>_O, (17) 
where 'n, T, and ~r are the same as before, and A, B, and F satisfy the same assumptions satisfied 
by a, b, and f .  
'FtlEOREM 2. Suppose that either (HI) or (H2) hold, and that there exist t* > 0 and M > 0 such 
~hat 
k 
jl-[oB (t* + jr) <: hi, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  (18) 
= A (t* + jr) . . . .  
tuld 
lira 
1 B( t*+kr )  B ( t *+kr ) . . .B ( t *+r ) ]  
A ( t .+kr )  + A( t .+kr )A( t .+(k_ l ) r )  ~-...-~ ~,-(~77-~:)--7-~-(t-:~ j=oc .  (19) 
Suppose further that 
a(t)  >A( t ) ,  b(t) <_B(t) ,  q(t) <Q(t ) ,  and f (x)  <_F(x), fo rx>0.  (20) 
If (17) has an eventually positive solution, then so does equation (1). 
Indeed, let x(t) be an eventually positive solution of (17). By Lemma 1 and integrating (17) 
from t to oo, we obtain either 
B(t )  1 f t  c~ ($ - t) n-1 
x (t) > -~x  (t - T) + -A-~(t) - (n-  ~. Q (s) F (x (s - ~)) ds (21) 
or  
B(t)  1 ~ ( t - s )  n'-I ~°° (U--S)n--n*--i 
:r (t) > XBT* (t - r) + ~ -(~-. 77)., . F;7_- ~ - i~ .O (u) F (x (u - ~)) ds. (22) 
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By (20), either (12) or (14) holds. Rest of the proof is similar to that  of Theorem 1, and hence, 
the details are omitted. 
As an immediate application, we may consider the equation of the form 
[A ( t )x ( t ) -B ( t )x ( t -T ) ] (n )+Q(t )F (x ( t -a ) )=h( t ,x ( t ) ) ,  t>_O, 
where xh(., x) <_ 0, whenever x > 0. If such an equation has an eventually positive solution, then 
so does equation (1). 
The  following is a nonexistence result of eventually positive solutions of equation (1). Let x(t) 
be an eventually positive solution of equation (1). By (8), we have 
1 
x ( t  - (7) - y ( t  - (7) + - -  
a (t - (7) 
1 
- a ( t - (7 )  y ( t -a )+ 
( t  - (7) 
a ( t  -b5  x ( t  - (7 - ~)  
b ( t  - (7) 
a (t - (7) a (t - cr - T) y (t - (7 - 7) 
b (t - (7) b (t - (7 - ~-) + a( t - - (7 )  a (t -- (7 -- T) x (t (7--2T) 
1 b (t - (7) 
- a(t a) y ( t - (7 )+ y ( t - -a - - r )+. . .  - a ( t -  a)  a ( t -  a -  r )  
b( t -a )b ( t -a -  ~- ) . . .b ( t -a -  (m-  1) 
+ a- ( i -~a~-_ -~- : r i ? : :a i~-_ -~-_m~)y( t -a -mrr )  
b (t - ar) b (t - a - 7). . .  b (t - a - mr) 
+ --~t - -~a -~ Z g _--~. . . a -~ -_ 7 -- ~-~r ) x ( t - a - ( m + 1)r )  
hold. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that all conditions of Lemma 1. Suppose further, that there exists a 
positive integer m such that the inequality 
1 b ( t -  a) r) Y(t--  a--  r) + . . .  y ( ,O( t )+q(t ) f  a ( t -  a) y ( t - (7 )+a( t - (7 )a ( t - (7 -  
(23)  
b( t -  a) b ( t -  (7 -  T ) . . .b ( t - -  (7-- (m- -  1) ) 
-~ -a-[i- -~-a--~L-j-_ :rjT:: a (~L-j--_ m~' r )  y (t - (7 - m~).  <_0 
has no eventually positive solution. Then equation (1) has no eventually positive solution. 
As immediate consequences of Theorem 3, we have the following results. 
COROLLARY 2. All conditions of Lemma 1 hold and the inequality 
( 1  (b ( t - (7 ) )  ) 
y( '~) ( t )+q( t ) f  a( t - -  a) 1+ y( t - (7 )  <0 (24) 
a ( t  - (7 - ~-) 
has no eventually positive solution, then equation (1) has no eventually positive solution. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that all conditions of Lemma 1 hold, and that there is C > 0 such that 
f (x) _> C, (25) 
X 
and the inequality 
Cq(t) O--~---r)b(t-a)  y(n)(t)+aT7,--_~ ) l+a  y(t-(7)<_O 
has no eventually positive solution, then equation (1) has no eventually positive solution. 
We state the following lemma, which is very useful in Theorem 4. 
(26) 
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LEMMA 2. (See [5].) Suppose that ~ E C(n)([T, ec),R+), T >_ 0 such that c2(i)(t)(i < n) is of 
one sign in IT, oc) and p(n) (t) <_ O, t >_ T. Then rl > 0 implies that 
n-1 
~) ( t -  n) ~ -~ . . . .  (n--l) (n - 1)! v (t), t >_ T + 2r]. (27) 
THEOREM 4. 
and that there exists ~7 E (0, (7) such that the inequality 
y! (~)-~ Cq(t)?~n-' (1 -~ b( t -o )  ) 
a( t - - -a ) (n -1 ) !  a~----~--T) Y ( t -c r+U)  <0 (28) 
has no eventually positiwe solution, then equation (1) has no eventually positive solution. 
PROOF. Assume that x(t) be an eventually positive solution of equation (1). Set y(t) as in (8). 
By Lemma 1 and (11), we have y(t) > 0 and y(n-1)(t) > 0. On the other hand, we have also (26). 
By Lemma 2, we have (28). This is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
REMARK 2. Theorem 4 is an extension of a result in [4]. 
Suppose that all conditions of Lemma 1 and (25) hold, n > 1 is odd integer, cr > O, 
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